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A module RM is semiprime if for each 0 # m E M there existsf E HomR(M, Ii) 
with (mf)m # 0. In Section 1 semiprime artinian modules are seen to 
be isomorphic to finite direct sums of minimal left ideals generated by 
idempotents. Semiprime noetherian modules have endomorphism rings which 
are left orders in semisimple artinian rings; and necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for the latter situation to occur are given in Section 3. Prime modules 
are defined analogously and are treated simultaneously; and the above results 
are actually considered in the broader milieu of Morita contexts. In Sections 4 
and 5 the classical density theorem for rings with faithful minimal left ideals 
is generalized (with a weakened definition of density) to include semiprime 
rings possessing faithful finite dimensional left ideals. The method of proof 
covers the infinite dimensional case as well. As a consequence, the classical 
density theorem is extended to rings with faithful completely reducible left 
ideals. In Section 6, the endomorphism ring of a torsionless module over a dense 
ring of transformations is shown to be a ring of the same type. 
PRELIMINARIES 
We do not assume that rings contain identity elements, except as indicated. 
An effort will be made to consistently write homomorphisms on the side 
opposite to the scalars. Given a ring R, RR1 will denote R @ 2 with the 
customary multiplication. By a Morita context ATI = (R, M, N, S) one 
means rings R, S and bimodules RMS and sNR , together with bimodule 
homomorphisms (, ):M@,N-+R and [ ,]:N@,M-+S which 
satisfy (m, n) m’ = m[n, m’], [n, m] n’ = n(m, n’) for all m, m’ E M, n, n’ EN. 
By the standard Morita context for RM we mean the context (R, M, N, S) 
with N = Hom,(M, R), S = Hom,(M, M), where (m,f) = mf and [f, m] 
is defined by m’lf m] = (m’, f)m for f  E N, m, m’ E M. For A any subset 
of M and B any subset of N we set (A, B) = {& (ai, 6,) j a$ E A, bi E B) 
and [B, A] = {‘&, [bi , ai] [ ai E A, bi E 23). We will be concerned with 
various nonsingularity conditions on a context .&? = (R, M, N, S). For 
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example, when ( , ) is nonsingular in the first variable (i.e., (m, N) # 0 for 
0 # m E M) then aM is a torsionless module. 
A module RM isJinite dimensional if it contains no infinite direct sums of 
nonzero submodules. A nonzero module RM is uniform if any two nonzero 
submodules have nonzero intersection. Evidently, a nonzero finite dimen- 
sional module contains uniform submodules [3, Theorem 1 .I]. For all notions 
concerning essential submodules, singular submodules, and other undefined 
terms, we refer the reader to [9]. 
The author wishes to acknowledge his debt to the treatment of Morita 
contexts in [l]. This paper is a lineal descendent of that effort. The reader 
familiar with this subject is advised to begin his reading with Theorem 1.2 
and Proposition 3.3, referring back to earlier material as required. 
1. The Morita context (Ii, M, N, S) . is said to be prime (semiprime) 
if for every 0 # m EM, 0 # m, EM, (m, N) m1 # 0 ((m, N)m # 0). A 
module ,M is called prime (semiprime) when the standard Morita context 
for RM is prime (semiprime). Observe that if there exists a semiprime (prime) 
Morita context (R, M, N, S) then RM is semiprime (prime). 
We remark that prime modules in this sense are prime in the sense of [7] 
but not conversely, as we are restricting our attention to torsionless modules. 
Evidently, submodules and direct products of semiprime modules are again 
semiprime. It follows that torsionless modules over semiprime rings are 
semiprime modules. The next proposition shows that these are essentially 
all the semiprime modules. 
PROPOSITION 1 .l. For a Morita context A’ = (R, M, N, S) the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) A is prime (semiprime). 
(2) (Rj = Rlann RM is a prime (semiprime) ring and m[N, M] # 0 for 
all O#mEM. 
(3) (S) = S/arm MS is a prime (semiprime) ring and (M, N)m # 0 for 
all0 # mEM. 
Proof. Here ann ,M denotes the annihilator of M in R; i.e., ann RM = 
(Y E R j rM = O}. Assume that J&’ is prime and let (0) # (a) E (R), 
(0) # (b) E (R) be given, where (a) = a + ann RM for a E R. Then 
aM # 0, bM # 0. Sunce 4 is prime 0 # (aM, N) bM = a(M, N) bM, 
In particular, (0) # (a(M, N)b) C (a)(R)(b), and this proves that (R) 
is prime. And clearly m[N, M] # 0 for any 0 # m E 111. Thus (1) implies (2) 
for JZ prime. 
Now suppose that (2) holds with (R) prime, and let 0 # m E M, 0 # ml EM 
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be given. Then by hypothesis (m, N)M # 0 and (m, , N)M # 0 so that 
<(m, N)) # (0) and ((ml, N)) # (0). Since (R) is a prime ring 
(0) f ((m, N)XRX(m,, N)) _C ((m, NR)m, , N)). In particular (m, N)m, # 0, 
proving that .& is prime. Thus (2) implies (1) for (R> prime. The semiprime 
case is treated by taking a = 6, m = m, in the previous paragraphs. 
To check that (I) and (3) are equivalent, one need only consider the 
opposite Morita context Jlr = (S”, M”, N”, R”) and observe that &? is 
prime (semiprime) if and only if Jlr is. g 
Our first result for semiprime modules can be regarded as a module- 
theoretic version of a portion of the usual Wedderburn theory for rings. 
THEOREM 1.2. For a module RM, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) RM is semiprime (prime) artinian. 
(2) RM is a finite direct sum of (isomorphic) simple projective s&modules. 
Proof. (1) implies (2). We first show that simple submodules of RM are 
projective direct summands of M. Let K be any simple submodule of M and 
0 # m E K. Since RM is semiprime we can choose f E Hom,(M, R) with 
(mf)m # 0. f  must be manic on K, so (mf)(mf) # 0. Hence (Kf)z # 0. 
By a well-known result [9; p. 621, Kf = R e f  or some e = e2 E R, and so 
KS Kf is projective. Now e = m,f for some m, E K, and (m, - (m,f)m,)f = 
e - e2 = 0. Since f is manic on K, m, = (mf) m, = m,[f, m,]. Thus 
[f, m,] E Hom,(M, K) splits the inclusion map 0 -+ K = Rm, -+ M, proving 
that K is a direct summand of M. 
From this it follows directly that M = K1 @ ... @ Kt where each RKi 
is simple and projective. If  additionally RM is prime, then given 0 # mi E Ki 
and 0 # mj E Kj for any choice of i and j there exists f E Hom,(M, R) with 
(mi f) mj # 0. Hence 0 # [f, mj] jlci E Hom,(K, , Kj). From this it is clear 
that Ki is isomorphic to Ki . 
(2) implies (1). Suppose that RM = K1 @ ... @ Kt where each Kj is a 
projective simple module, Then each Kj is isomorphic to a minimal left 
ideal Ii of R generated by an idempotent. Each Ii is not nilpotent and hence 
is a semiprime R-module. It follows that M g 1i @ ... @ It is a semiprime 
module. If  all the Ij are isomorphic then Iii, # 0 for any choice of j and k, 
and hence M z I1 @ ... @ It is prime. m 
2. For a module RM, let ii? denote the injective hull of RM, E(M) = 
Hom,(M, M), P(M) = (01 E E(M) 1 k er a is an essential submodule of RM}. 
P(M) is an ideal of E(M). More generally, given a Morita context (R, M, N, S), 
set P,(M) = {s E S 1 l,+,(s) is an essential submodule of .M), where l,(s) = 
{m E M 1 m-s = O}. P,(M) is an ideal of S containing ann M, . This is a good 
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place to note that our notation for annihilators is to use Z( ) for left annihilators, 
for example &(s) above, and r( ) for right annihilators; subscripts being 
omitted when no confusion can arise. 
Given a Morita context (R, M, N, S) we may regard (S) = Sjann M, as 
a subring of E(M). Extension of elements of (S) to elements of E(M) induces 
a ring monomorphism 
S/P,(M) -+ E(ti)/P(ti). 
In the sequel, we will regard S/P,(M) as a subring of E(fi)/P(@). Of 
particular importance is the standard Morita context where S = E(M). 
Remark. When .M is finite dimensional (i.e., contains no infinite direct 
sums of nonzero submodules) then E(G) is known to be semiperfect with 
radical P(a) and with the dimension of E(h?l)/P(iI?) equal to the dimension 
of RM [9, p. 1031. 
In particular in E(M)/P(M), and more generally in S/P,(M), no chain of 
left (or right) annihilator ideals can have more than d(,M) + 1 terms where 
d(,M) equals the dimension of RM. This generalizes an observation made 
in [2, Theorem I.31 and [I 1, Corollary 4.31 for rings. 
It is known that E(&)/P(@) . is a regular self-injective ring [IO]. We will 
need this information only in a special case, and it seems appropriate to 
provide a self-contained proof here. .Z(,M) = {m EM 1 Z(m) is an essential 
left ideal of R) is the familiar singular submodule of RM. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that Z&W) = 0. Then P(M) = 0 = P(A?l) 
and E(Ii?) is a regular, left self-injective ring. 
Proof. The first observation is routine. By an easy calculation one observes 
that E(a) is regular if and only if ker v and A?@ are direct summands of 
Rti for all 9) E E(fi). Let y E E(fi) b e g iven. If JC is an essential extension 
of ker v in A%, then for every x E K, (ker q : x) XV = 0, where (ker v : x) = 
{I E R 1 YX E ker y}. Since Z(,M) = 0 and (ker F : x) is an essential left ideal 
of R, xp, = 0. Thus K = ker q, proving that ker 9 is closed in .ii?. It 
follows that ker v is injective, and consequently so is ii?‘, s i@/ker p). 
Next, to show that E = E(a) is left self-injective, let 0 E Horn&, E) 
be given where J is a left ideal of E. Note that ker p S ker /P for any p E j. 
For we know that ker ~1 is a direct summand of &!I. Letting n denote the 
natural projection of A?! onto ker ,u, mp = 0 so that ripe = (n~)~ = 0 and 
(ker p) CL* = A&r@ = 0. 
Define 0’ E Hom,(MJ, M) via (d=, rn& 6” = &=, rn&, for any mi E M, 
pi E J. We claim that 8’ is well defined. If Ci=, rnipi = Ci=r njvj with the 
nj E M, vj E J, choose w E J so that & Epi + Cj”=, Evj = Ew. This is 
possible since E is a regular ring. Write pi = pcLi’w, vj = vj’w for some 
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pi’ E E, vj’ E E. Then pie = pi’&, vje = vj’we. Since ker w _C ker we and 
(&, mipi’ - xi=, n,vj’)w = 0, we have (& mipi’ - & njvj’) we = 0; 
i.e., CIEI rn,t.~~~ = C” 3z1 njvje. 0’ is clearly an R-homomorphism, and so extends 
to a homomorphism 01 E E (this is the only place where the injectivity of &I? 
is used). It is easy to check that pLB = p 0 01 for all p E J, Hence 0 extends to an 
element of Homc(E, E), proving that EE is injective. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. If RM is finite dimensional and Z(,M) = 0 then E(&l) is 
a semisimple artinian ring. 
Proof, Obviously d(,M) = d(,@), and (using the fact that E(a) is 
regular) it is easy to see that d(gl?) < d(&%). &!? is therefore finite dimensional 
and a regular ring, and so is semisimple artinian. 1 
We will eventually be concerned with conditions on a semiprime module 
RM which are sufficient to guarantee that Z(,M) = 0. But first we need some 
information about the ideal P(M). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (R, M, N, S) be a Morita context. Then [N, Z(,M)J _C P,(M) 
and MPs(M) 2 Z&M). 
Proof. We consider a generator [n, z] of [N, Z(,M)], n EN, x E Z(,M). 
Given 0 # m EM, either (m, n) = 0 or there exists a E R1 with 0 # a(m, n) E Z(z). 
Hence either m[n, z] = 0 or am[n, z] = 0, and this proves that Z,([n, z]) 
is an essential submodule of RM. The second inclusion is safely left to the 
reader. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let (Ii, M, N, S) be a Morita context such that 
(M, N)m # 0 for every 0 # m E M (S) = Slann M, . 
(1) For K any submodule of RM, d(,,,([N, K])) = d(,K). 
(2) For A a left ideal of S, d&MA) = d(,,,(A)). In particular, when 
1 E S and M, is unitary, d(,M) = d(,,,(S)). 
(3) If K is an essential submodule of RM, then ([N, KJ) is an essential left 
ideal of(S). 
(4) If A is a left ideal of S such that (A> is an essential left ideal of(S), 
then MA is an essential submodule of RM. 
(5) %s,W) = <P&W- 
(6) d(,Z(,M)) = d(,,,(P,(M))). In particular, Z(,M) = 0 if and 
only if P,(M) = arm Ms . 
Proof. (1) Let {Ai ( i ~1) b e a family of left ideals of S with each 
(A& # (O}, (A& C ([N, K]), and CiE, <Ai) a direct sum. Then for each 
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i E I, 0 # MA, c K. The sum &, MA, is seen to be direct since (0) # 
W, 4) C <Ai) f or any 0 # m E MA,. Thus d(,,,([N, K])) < d(,K). 
For the reverse inequality, one proceeds along a similar route showing that 
a direct sum CjeJ Kj of nonzero submodules Kj of RM induces a direct sum 
CjEJ ([N, &I) of nonzero left ideals ([N, KJ) of (S) contained in ([N, Kj). 
(2) can be proved directly, using the proof of (1) as a model. Alternatively, 
we note that from the given hypothesis, it is evident that Y&( [N, Ml)) = 0. 
For if (0) # (a) E (S), MCI # 0, and hence (M, N) Mel # 0. In particular, 
0 # ([N, M])(a). Then from (1) we have (E,(MA) = d(,s,([N, MA])) = 
d(o,([N, M])(A)) = d(o,(A)),the latter equality holding since([N, M])(A) 
is an essential submodule of (s>(A). 
(3) Let K be an essential submodule of .M and let (0) # (a> E (S). 
Then Mel # 0, so Mar n K # 0. Therefore 0 # M[N, Mar n K], i.e., 
(0) f W, Ma n Kl) C W, Ml)<4 n ([N Kl), proving that <[N,Kl) 
is an essential left ideal of (S). 
(4) Let 0 f m E M be given. Then ([N, m]) # (0) so that 
([N, m]) n (A) # (0). Choose 12 EN and 01 E A with (0) # ([n, m]) = (a>. 
Then 0 # (M, n)m = M[n, m] = Ma C MA. 
(5) Let (4 E -G,(S))- Then LA(+) is an essential left ideal of (S). 
Hence by (4), MA is an essential submodule of RM, where 
A = (/3 E Sj /3a E ann n/r,). 
Also MAol = 0, so that 01 E Ps(M), and proving that Z(,,,(S)) _C (P,(M)). 
For the reverse inclusion let 01 E P,(M), and set K = Inn(~). By (3) ([N, K]} 
is an essential left ideal of (S), and ([N, K])(a) = ([N, Kcx]) = (0), so 
that OL E Z(,,,(S)). 
(6) This follows directly from the proofs of (2) and (3), and Lemma 2.3. 1 
Remark. One can improve (3) and (4) for Morita contexts as in the previous 
theorem to the following. 
(3’) If K and L are submodules of RM with K an essential R-submodule 
of L then ([N, K]) is an essential (S)-submodule of ([N, L]). 
(4’) If A and B are left ideals of S with (A) an essential (S)-submodule 
of(B) then MA is an essential R-submodule of MB. 
3. We are now ready to give some sufficient conditions for the singular 
submodule to be zero. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that (R, M, N, S) is a Morita context with ,M 
noetherian. Then (Ps( M)) is a nilpotent ideal of (S). If, additionally, RM is 
semiprime, then Z(,M) = 0. 
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Proof. Set P = P,(M) and suppose that (P)n+l # 0, n 2 0. (Here (P)” = 
(S)l.) Then choose (0) # <LX) E (P} so that (IX)(P)~ # 0 and with z&01) 
maximal among such LY. For any /3 E P, I,,,,@) n MCI # 0 since I,@) is an 
essential submodule of RM. It follows that Z,,,r(ol) $ I,(+). By the choice of (Y 
it must be the case that (cN)@)(P)~ = 0. Since /3 was arbitrary in P, 
(c~)(P)“+l = 0. Thus, were (P> not nilpotent we would get an infinite chain 
This clearly induces a corresponding chain 
which violates the hypothesis that RM is noetherian. Therefore (P) must be 
nilpotent. 
If RM is semiprime, then by Proposition 1.1, (S) is a semiprime ring and 
so (P> = (0). Thus P = ann RM, and then Z(,M) = 0 by the previous 
proposition. 4 
Remark. In the situation of the above proposition, nil subrings of(S) are 
nilpotent (with bounded nilpotency index). For by the remark preceding 
Proposition 2.1, nil subrings of S/P,(M) g (S)/(P,(M)) are nilpotent of 
index < d(RM) + 1, and (P,(M)) is nilpotent when RM is noetherian. This 
indicates an alternate proof that nil subrings of the endomorphism ring of a 
noetherian module are nilpotent of bounded index, a result also provided by 
Lance Small and Joe Fisher. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If RM is semiprime and R satisjies the maximum condition 
on annihilators of elements of M then Z(,M) = 0. 
Proof. If Z(,M) # 0 choose 0 # m E Z(,M) with Z(m) maximal among 
all such m. Since M is semiprime there exists f E Hom,(M, R) with 0 # (mf )m. 
On the other hand, Z(m) n R(m, f) # 0, so there exists a E R with 
0 # a(m, f) E Z(m). But then Z(m) ,C Z((m, f)m) violating the choice of m. 1 
Observe that there is a close analogy between the two previous propositions. 
Indeed one can provide proofs along either of the two lines indicated above. 
Thus, for example, one can conclude that if RM is semiprime and satisfies 
the maximum condition on {ZM(~) 1 01 E P(M)) (these are kernels of homo- 
morphisms) then Z(,M) = 0. 
The hypothesis that R satisfy the maximum condition on annihilators of 
subsets of M is not a common one. It is therefore worth pointing out that for 
a Morita context (R, M, N, S) satisfying (m, N) # 0 for 0 # m E M, this 
hypothesis is satisfied when R satisfies the maximum condition on left 
annihilator ideals. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (R, M, N, S) b e a semiprime Morita context, and 
suppose that K is a$nite dimensional submodule of RM with Z(,K) = 0. Then 
there exists (Y. E [N, K] with z&01) n K = 0. 
Proof. Choose 0 # m, E Kr’, for K,’ any uniform submodule of RK. 
There exists n, E N with (m, , n,) m, # 0. Set 01~ = [n, , m,] E [N, K]. Now 
0 f Mel, $ Kr’, and 0 # K1’q since m, E KY,‘. Since Z(,K,‘) = 0, it must 
be the case that ZM(q) n K,’ = 0. Choose a submodule &r with K,’ C K1 C K 
maximal with respect to Kr n l,(q) = 0. Then K, + (EM n K) (direct 
sum) is an essential submodule of K. 
If lM(q) n K = 0, we go no further. If ZM(oli) n K # 0, we choose 
0 # m2EKz’, where K,’ is a uniform submodule of IM(q) n K. Choose 
n2 E N with (m, , n2) m2 # 0. As above, we set a2 = [n, , m,] and note that 
ZM(az) n K,’ = 0. So it is possible to choose a submodule K,’ C K2 C 
ZM(oli) n K maximal with respect to K2 n ZM(+) = 0. Note that K1 + K, + 
(ZM(a,) n Z,,,(OI~) n K) (direct sum) is an essential submodule of K, and 
K soli = 0. The diagram below illustrates the construction thus far. 
I 
lr K2 
We may continue this construction. After t repetitions we have submodules 
Kc C K (i = 1, 2,..., t) and elements 0~~ E[N, KJ such that the direct sum 
K,+...+K,+(n:=,z,(~onK) is an essential submodule of K, MCQ C Ki , 
ZM(Oli) n Ki = 0, and K,ctj = 0 for i > j. Since RM is finite dimensional, 
we may assume that &=, Z,,,(aJ n K = 0. 
Set OL = 01~ + ... + (Y~ E [N, K]. It remains to show that Z,+,(a) n K = 0, 
and for this it is enough to show that ZM(~) n (KI + ..* + I&) = 0. Let 
hi E K, (i = l,..., t) and suppose that 
0 = (k, + ... + &)a = (h, + *.* + h,)(cQ + ... + q) 
=h,ol,+(h,+h,)ol,+..‘+(k,+...+h,)or,. 
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Since Molt _C M(N, KJ _C Ki and the sum Kl + *.. + Kt is direct, we have 
k,m, = 0 
(k, + $) a2 = 0 
(k, + **. + k,) at = 0. 
Solving these equations successively using the fact that Z,&~(oli) n Ki = 0, 
we find that k, = k, = ... = kt = 0. Thus I&) n K = 0. 1 
Remarks. (1) For future reference we record that (y. in Proposition 3.3 
was chosen as follows. CL = C:=, [ni , m,], n, EN, mi E K, with C,“=, Rm, and 
Kor essential submodules of RK. 
(2) In the previous proposition one could replace the semiprime hypo- 
thesis with the assumption that given any submodule L of aK there exists 
(II E S with Mar CL and Lar # 0, and arrive at the same conclusion. For it was 
only to obtain this property that semiprimeness was used. 
Let us now assume that the Morita context in Proposition 3.3 satisfies the 
following condition in place of semiprimeness: given any m E K there exists 
n E N with m[n, m] = m. Then each ai = [ni , mJ in the proof can be chosen 
so that ai2 = oli E [N, K]. Also oliolj = [ni , mi] (Ye = [ni , miaj] = 0 for 
i > j. At this point a standard idempotent calculation [9, p. 681 shows that 
there exists B = 8” E [N, K] with xi=, Mali = M/3. It follows that Mj3 = K 
and that /3 IK = I,. We summarize this below for later use. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let (R, M, N, S) be a Morita context, and K a Jinite 
dimensional submodule of RM with Z&K) = 0. Suppose that given any m E K 
there exists n EN with (m, rz)m = m. Then there exists ,6 = ,B2 E [N, KJ with 
p k = lK * 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A = (R, M, N, S) be a Morita context satisfying 
(M, N)m # 0 for all 0 $1 m EM. Then S/arm M, has a semisimple [simple] 
artinian classical left quotient ring (necessarily isomorphic to E(i@)) if and only 
if& is semiprime [prime], RM is$nite dimensional, and Z(,M) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that (S) = S/arm MS has a semisimple [simple] artinian 
classical eft quotient ring. Then, as in [3], one learns that (S) is a semiprime 
[prime] ring, cs>(S) is finite d imensional, and 2(,,,(S)) = 0. By Proposi- 
tion 1.1, J%’ is semiprime [prime]. By Proposition 2.4, Jk.? is finite dimensional 
and Z(,M) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose that &’ is semiprime [prime], RM is finite dimensional, 
and Z(,M) = 0. By Proposition 1 .I, (S) is semiprime [prime]. It is evident 
that P(a) = 0, and P,(M) = ann Ms by Proposition 2.4. Hence we can 
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regard (5’) = S/ ann M, as a subring of E(a), a semisimple artinian ring 
(Corollary 2.2). Let 0 # QJ E E(il?Z) be given, and set K = MC+ n M. K is 
an essential submodule of RM. By Proposition 3.3 there exists 01 E [N, K] 
with lM(~) n K = 0. Then clearly lM(~) = 0 and (Ma)p, C Kp, C M. To 
complete the proof it suffices to show that (ar)p, E (S), that (a) is invertible 
in E(M), and that regular elements of(S) are invertible in E(M). [Additionally 
one these properties are proved, it is easy to check that E(a) must be a simple 
ring when (S) is prime.] 
For any 1~ E N and llz E K, ([n, m]}~ = ([n, mp]) since they agree on M. 
Hence ([iv, K])g, = ([iV, Ks;l) c (S). In particular (+p, E (S). Next (a) 
is manic on ,ii?l, so ,i@(~) is injective. On the other hand M(a) is an essential 
submodule of RM (see Remark (1) following Proposition 3.3). It follows that 
rjr<ol> = M. Hence (a) is invertible in E(a), and this argument in fact 
shows that any manic element of (S) is invertible in E(i@). Finally, any 
regular element @) E (S) must be manic (otherwise use Proposition 3.3 
to choose 0 # (r) E (5’) with My C I,&)) and hence invertible in E(a). 1 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 yield the following consequences. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If (R, M, N, S) is a semiprime [prime] Morita context 
with RM Noetherian, then S/arm Ms has a semisimple [simple] classical left 
quotient ring isomorphic to E(&f). 
COROLLARY 3.7. If (R, M, N, S) is a semiprime [prime] Morita context with 
RM Fnite dimensional and with R satisfying the maximum condition on anni- 
hilators of elements of M, then S/arm M, has a semisimple [simple] classical eft 
quotient ring isomorphic to E(ii%). 
Remarks. (1) The reader concerned primarily with Theorem 3.5 should 
observe that it rests only on a fraction of the prior development. Specifically, 
Proposition 1.1, Corollary 2.2, part of Proposition 2.4, and Proposition 3.3. 
(2) For R a ring with identity and Morita contexts (R, M, N, S) satisfying 
(M, N) = R (i.e., RM is a generator), the Morita contexts of Corollary 3.7 
coincide with those of Theorem 3.5. For if Z(,M) = 0 and RM is a finite 
dimensional generator, then 2&R) = 0 and RR is finite dimensional. It then 
follows that left annihilator ideals of R are closed [13, Lemma 21, and con- 
sequently any chain of left annihilator ideals of R must be finite. 
(3) One might reasonably ask for more information as to the nature of 
the module in Theorem 3.5. When I? is an artinian left quotient ring of R 
(here we mean quotient ring in the sense of [9]), then a finite dimensional 
torsionless module RM with Z(,M) = 0 is isomorphic to a submodule of 
a finitely generated free module. (See Proposition 17 and Theorem 18 of [14].) 
(4) Some special cases of Theorem 3.5 appear in [4] and [12]. 
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COROLLARY 3.8. [3, Theorem 131. A ring R has a classical eft quotient 
ring which is semisimple [simple] artinian if and only if R is semiprime [prime], 
d&R) < co and R satisfies the maximum condition on left annihilators of 
elements. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.7 to the context (R, R, R, R) 
with all maps given by multiplication in R. 1 
4. Let Bi , i ~1, be a division ring and Vi a d,-vector space. Set 
V = @Jiel V, , and let r$ denote the projection map of V onto Vi . I f  U is a 
submodule of dV, we define dimA U = Cie, dimA Uvi. Observe that 
U~i=AiU=UnV1,sothatU=Oi,,(UnV~).Si~~eHom,(Vi,V,)=O 
for i # j, we can and will identify Hom,( V, V) with &, Homdi(Vi , Vi). 
Let A and V be as in the preceding paragraph. A subring R of Homd( V, V) 
is said to be a dense subring of Hom,(V, V) if given any T E Hom,(V, V) 
and any finite dimensional submodule gU of V there exist r, s E R with 
r7 = s, Vr _C U, and r 1” an automorphism of AU. I f  r above can always be 
chosen with r It, = lt, , then we will say that R is a classically dense subring 
of Hom,(V, V). 
THEOREM 4.1. The following conditions on a ring R are equivalent. 
(1) R is semiprime [prime], Z&R) = 0, and R has a faithfulfinite dimen- 
sional left ideal. 
(2) R has a faithful fkzite dimensional semiprime [prime] module RM with 
Z(,M) = 0. 
(3) There exist division rings Ai and A,-vector spaces Vi for i = l,..., n 
[n = l] such that R can be embedded as a dense subring of @y=, Homdi( Vi , V,). 
In the proof of this and succeeding theorems the prime case will be treated 
simultaneously, with the relevant statements surrounded by square paren- 
theses. First we require a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that RM is a faithful semiprime left R-module with 
Z(,M) = 0. Then so is any essential submodule of RM. 
Proof. Let K be any essential submodule of RM and let 0 # a E R be 
given. Let (R, M, N, S) be the standard Morita context for RM. Then 
aM # 0 so that (aM, N) aM # 0, and in particular Na # 0. Since Z&M) = 0 
and K is an essential submodule of RM, 0 # (K, Na) C (K, N) n Ra. 
Since R is semiprime (Proposition l.l), 0 # ((KY, N) n Ra)2 C Ra(K, N). 
In particular, aK # 0. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. (1) implies (2) is clear. 
(2) implies (3). Since aM is finite dimensional we can choose uniform 
submodules Ml ,..., M of RM so that RM is an essential extension of &, Mi 
[3, Theorem 1.11. Renumbering if necessary, we have 
M = Ml @ ... @ M, @ Mn+l @ ... @ MwL 
where Hom,(M,, Mj) = 0 for 1 < i # j < n, and for each k > n there 
exists i, < n with Hom,(Min , M,) # 0. [When RM is prime, M,[N, Mj] # 0 
where N = Hom,(M, R) implies that Hom,(M, , Mj) # 0 for i # j, and so 
n = 1.1 Observe that since RMi, is uniform and Z(,MJ = 0, any nonzero 
element of Hom,(Mik , Mk) must be a monomorphism. Set 
M,, = M, @ 9.. @ Mm; 
Z(,M,,) = 0 and RMO is clearly semiprime and finite dimensional. We claim 
that RM,, is also faithful. For each k > II, chose M{, with 1 < i, < n and 
a monomorphism /*.a E Hom,(Mik, Mk). Then 
is an essential submodule of RM. By Proposition 1.1 applied to the standard 
Morita context for RM, R is semiprime [prime]. Suppose now that rM, = 0. 
Then clearly YK = 0 and so Y = 0 by Lemma 4.2. This establishes the fact 
that RM,, is faithful. Without loss of generality we can now assume that 
M=M,,=Ml@...@M,. 
Since HomR(Mi , Md) = 0 for i # j we can identify S = Hom,(M, M) = 
@y=, Hom,(Mti ,111,) and N = Hom,(M, R) = @L, Hom,(M, , R). Set 
Si = Hom,(M, , MJ and Ni = Hom,(Mi , R). Each Ni is an Si - R- 
bimodule, and Si is a left Ore domain (this follows from Theorem 3.5 and the 
fact that d(,iSi) = d(,M$) = 1). Also s,Ni is torsion free. For if sn = 0 with 
0 # s E Si and 7~ E Ni , then s[n, MJ = 0. Since [n, Mi] C Si , a left Ore 
domain, [n, Mi] = 0. But then (Mi , n)” = 0. Since R is semiprime, 
(nil, , n) = 0 and so n = 0. 
For each i = l,..., 11, let di denote the left quotient division ring of S, , 
and set Vi = di OS, Ni . V/i is a vector space over di , and is the injective 
hull of $,Ni. Set d = d, @ .*. @O, and V = VI @ *.* @ V,; V is the 
injective hull of sN, and we identify Hom,( V, V) = @y=, Hom,$( Vi , Vi). 
Consider now the Morita context J+‘” = (S, N, M, R) with homomorphisms 
[, ]:N@,M+Sand( , ):M@,N+Rwhere[, ]and(, )arethe 
homomorphisms of the standard Morita context of RM. JV is semiprime. 
For if 0 # n E N, then (M, n) # 0, and since R is semiprime (M, ti)2 # 0, 
so that [n, M]n # 0. Also Z(,N) = 0 since each ,,Ni is torsion free; and 
NR is faithful (for if Nr = 0 with T E R, then (rk, N) rM = 0 whence 
rM = 0). Thus we can regard R as a subring of Hom,(V, V). 
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Let *lJ 2 V and -r~ Horn& V) be given with dim,lJ < co. Then 
U, = U I? N is a finite dimensional submodule of ,N. By Proposition 3.3 
applied to M there exists Y E (n/r, NT-1 n U,) C R with IN(r) n U, = 0. 
Then NY _C UN and Nrr _C N. Hence Vr C U with ker r n U = 0. As in 
the proof of Theorem 3.5 one can show that YT E R. With this the proof that R 
is dense in Homd(V, V) is completed. 
(3) implies (1). For simplicity we assume that R is a dense subring of 
Hom,(V, V). Let 0 # a E R be given and choose .U _C V with dim,U = I 
and with a /c manic. Next choose 7 E Hom,( V, V) with ( UCZ)T = U. (This 
is possible since U _C Vi for some i < n, and also Uu C Vi .) Since R is 
dense in Hom,( V, V) there exist r, s E R with r~ = s and with r lUa an 
automorphism of Ua. Then Uasa = Uarra = Uara = Ua, so that 
0 # asa E aRa. Hence R is semiprime. [The prime case is treated similarly.] 
For each i = l,..., rz choose a l-dimensional subspace Ui of d,Vt , and set 
U = U, @ . . @ U, ; U is clearly a faithful A-module. Set A = {r ;R j Vr C U>. 
We will show that A is a faithful finite dimensional left ideal of R. 
Given 0 # a E R, let W be any l-dimensional subspace of oVa, and 
choose 7 E Hom,(V, V) with 0 # WT 2 U. Then there exists r, s E R with 
YT = s, Vr C W, and r Iw an automorphism. But then 0 # Wn- = Ws C Vas, 
and s E A since Vs = Vn- C WT C U. Thus aA # 0 proving that RA is 
faithful. 
Next suppose that z:j”=, A, is an internal direct sum of nonzero left ideals 
of R contained in A. For each j, choose 0 # aj E Aj and write aj = a, + ... + ajn 
where each aii E Homd,(Vi , Vi). I f  m > n, then by the pigeonhole principle 
at least two distinct ai have nonzero i-th coordinates for some common i; 
i.e., ailk # 0, ujsl: # 0 for some k and jr # ja . Since each aii E A it must be the 
case that Vajlrc = U, = Vaj,, . Choose vr , va E V with vulajlk = v2ajzr # 0. 
We can assume that vi , na E V, , and clearly V = Av, @ ker ailk . Choose 
7 E Hom,(V, V) with vi’~ = va and with (ker a& = 0. By the density 
property there exist Y, s E R with rr = s, Vr _C Av, , and r ldzll an automor- 
phism of Av, . Now v~Tu~,~ = vsuizk = v~u~,~ and (ker a& Tajzk = 0 = 
(ker qJ ajra , so that rajzk = ajlrz. Hence 0 # rajllc = r(~a~,~) = 
saizk E Ajl n Ajt . Therefore it must be the case that m ,( n; i.e., &A) ,( n. 
(In fact, it is easy to see that &A) = n. Observe also that this argument 
shows that Ai is a uniform left ideal of R whenever Ai C Hom,( V, Vi).) 
To check that Z(,R) = 0, suppose not and let 0 # a E Z&R). Choose 
v~VwithvafOandwithdim,Av=l.J={r~R)VrCAa}isanonzero 
left ideal of R, and since a E 2&R), J n ZR(a) # 0; i.e., there exists 0 # Y E J 
with ra = 0. Choose u E V and 6 E A with 0 # ur = 6s. Then 0 # 6va = 
uru, contradicting ra = 0, and so establishing the fact that 2&R) = 0. 1 
A prime ring R possesses uniform left ideals and has .2&R) = 0 if and 
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only if R has maximal closed left ideals and maximal annihilator left ideals 
[8, Theorem 11. Thus the rings of the theorem, in the prime case at least, 
can be alternatively regarded as rings satisfying maximum conditions. 
THEOREM 4.3. The following conditions on a ring R are equivalent. 
(1) R is semiprime, Z(,R) = 0, and R has a faithful left ideal which is 
an essential extension of a direct sum of uniform left ideals. 
(2) R has a faithful semiprime module nM with Z(,M) = 0 and with 
M an essential extension of a direct sum of uniform submodules. 
(3) There exist division rings Ai , i E I, and A,-vector spaces Vi with R 
isomorphic to a dense subring of nis, Hom,i(Vi , Vi). 
Proof. The proof of the previous theorem goes through with but minor 
modifications, which we will now indicate. The finite direct sums are replaced 
by infinite direct sums or direct products as necessary. The details will be 
left to the reader. 
(2) imphes (3). Again we can assume that M = G&t Mi where each 
RMi is uniform and Hom,(Mi , Mj) = 0 for i # j. Set Si = HomR(Mi , Mi), 
Ni = Hom,(Mi , R), Ai is the left quotient division ring of Si , S = &,, Si , 
N = &, N, , A = eicl Ai , V = eiGl (Ai @ ,iNJ. The only things that 
must be checked are that (R, M, N, S) is again a semiprime context and that 
V is the injective hull of sN. The verifications are straightforward. 
(3) implies (1). Here the only difficulty is that the pigeonhole principle 
argument fails. Instead observe that A 2 Cis, Ai where A, = {r E R ( Vr C r/,}, 
and that this sum is direct since each Ai L Hom4( Vi , VJ. From the original 
proof we know that each Ai is a uniform left ideal of R. So it suffices to show 
that A is an essential extension of Giel Ai . 
Let 0 # a E A. Then 0 # Via = Ui for some i E 1. Let W = U,a-l n Vi; 
C&W’) = 1. Use the density property to choose r E R with Vr C Wand r Iw 
an automorphism. Then ra # 0 and ra E A, since Vra C Ui, and this 
proves that sA is an essential extension of &, Ai . 1 
Remark. In the above theorem, ] I j equals the cardinal number of 
incomparable (i.e., Hom,(Ai , A,) = 0) uniform left ideals in a faithful left 
ideal of R. This number is an invariant for R. 
As a special case of the previous theorems we get a generalization of the 
familiar structure theorem for rings with faithful minimal left ideals. 
COROLLARY 4.4. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent, 
(1) R has a faithful completely reducible [minimal] left ideal. 
(2) There exist division rings Ai , i E I, and Ai-vector spaces Vi [I I 1 = l] 
such that R can be embedded as a classically dense subring qf nIif, Homg( Vi, Vi). 
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Proof. (1) implies (2). First observe that if R has a faithful completely 
reducible [minimal] left ideal then R is a semiprime [prime] ring with 
Z(,R) = 0. Next note that in view of Corollary 3.4 it suffices to show that 
the context JV = (S, IV, ik2, R) in the proof that (2) implies (3) of the previous 
theorem satisfies: given n E N there exists m E M with [n, m]n = n. 
Using the fact that R is semiprime and that RM is a completely reducible 
[minimal] left ideal we can assume M = @isI Rei [[ I 1 = 11 where ei = 
ei2 E R and eiRej = 0 for i # j. Also we can identify iV = &, eiR, 
S = Biel e,Re, , where each eiRe, is a division ring and the maps belonging 
to the Morita context J’” are just multiplications in R. Now let 0 # n E N 
be given, and for simplicity write n = era, + ... + e,af with each eiai # 0. 
Since each e,Rei is a division ring we can choose elements b, ,..., bt E R with 
(eiaiei)(eibie,) = ei for i = l,..., t. Set m = xi=, eibie, E M. Then [q m]n = 
[xl=, eiai , C:=, e,b,e,]n = (C:=, eiaieib,ei)n = (zi=, e,)n = n. 
(2) implies (1). We assume that R is a classically dense subring of 
J&r HomAi(Vi , Vi) [I I / = 11. Then (notation as in the proof of Theorem 
4.3) we know that each Ai = (r E R 1 I/r C Ui} is a uniform left ideal of R 
and A = {r E R / Vr C U} is an essential extension of &, Ai and a faithful 
left ideal of R. Also R is a semiprime ring. 
For any fixed i E I use the density property to choose ei E R with ei ) u, = 1 vi 
and Vei _C Vi . We claim that e,R is a minimal right ideal of R. For any a E R 
with e,a # 0, it is the case that dim, Veia = 1 and Veia C Vi . Let 0 # u E Vi 
and choose any Q- E Hom,( V, V) with (ueia)T = u. By the density property 
there exist 6, c E R with CT = b and c jdusza = 1 dzleia . Hence ue,ab = 
ueiacT = ueiar = u = uei . Also ker e,ab 2 ker ei with the latter a maximal 
submodule of dV. Hence ker e,ab = ker ei , and it follows that eiab = ei 
and so ei E e,aR. This proves that e,R is a minimal right ideal of R. 
Since eia = ei E Ai and R is semiprime, Rei is a minimal left ideal of R 
[9, p. 631 contained in the uniform left ideal Ai . From this it follows that 
B = &, Re, is an essential submodule of RA. By Lemma 4.2, RB is a 
faithful completely reducible [minimal] left ideal of R. i 
Observe that classically dense subrings in the above sense have the property 
that given any finite dimensional subspace U of dV there exists e = e2 E R 
with Ve = U. This is a priori stronger than the “classical” density statement 
16, P. 751. 
The prime case of Theorem 4.1 appears in [I 1, and it is from that source 
that the inspiration for this paper derives. Our approach is however somewhat 
different in spirit and substance, with Proposition 3.3 the basic step. 
Contrary to the suggestion made in [l, Remark lOA], the semiprimeness 
of R cannot be dropped as a hypothesis in Theorem 4.1 (1). For an example, 
let R be the ring of all n x n lower triangular matrices over a field. We do not 
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however have an example to show that the hypothesis Z(,R) = 0 is necessary. 
When R is a dense subring of Hom,(V, V), the ideal Ri = {r E R 1 Vr C Vi} 
can be regarded as a dense subring of Hom,,(Vi , Vi) and eiaI Ri is an 
essential left ideal of R. Thus much informat;on can be readily extended 
from the case of prime dense rings. See [l], especially Theorem 1OC. We will 
not treat these routine extensions here, with the exception of the following 
result, which illuminates the connection with semiprime noetherian rings (and 
requires but a brief proof). 
By T, for a ring T one denotes the ring of n x n matrices over T. A subring 
S of a ring T is called a left order in T if T is a classical ring of left quotients 
for S. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let R, V be as in Theorem 4.2, and for each in I set 
Ri = {r E R 1 Vr C Vi}. Then either dim,* V/i = ni < CO, in which case Ri 
is isomorphic to a left order in (Ai)+ or dim,. Vi = 00, in which case Ri 
contains left ideals R,, of R, one for each posit& integer k, and there exists a 
ring homomorphism of Ri, onto a left order in (A& . 
Proof. For any integer 1 < k < dimdi Vi , choose a k-dimensional subspace 
W of dVi , and set Ri, = {r E R 1 Vr c W}. Define yilc : Ri, --f Homd,(W, W) 
to be the canonical map of Ri, onto (Rik) = R,J(r E R,, 1 Wr = 0) restricted 
to W. We can regard <Rile) as a subring of Hom,i(W, W) G (Ai)l, . Given 
T E Hom,:( W, W), extend 7 to an element T’ of Hom,(V, V). The density 
property ensures us that there exists r E Ri, with r 1 w an automorphism of d W 
and with YT’ = s E Ri, . Then r Iw7’ jw = s jw and so 7 = (r)-l(s). Also by 
the density property, regular eIements of (Rik) are represented by auto- 
morphisms of W. Therefore (Rik) is a left order in Hom,i(W, W). m 
We remark that in the classical setting (i.e., Corollary 4.4) (&) = 
Hom,(W, W). Also if d(,R) = d(,N) = d(dV) = n < CO then each Ri is 
a left order in (A,),* with 2 ni = n. 
5. We next treat dense rings of transformations from the viewpoint 
of dual vector spaces [6, p. 751. Th e case of a prime dense ring is treated in 
Theorem 4, Lemma 7, and Corollary 8 of [l]. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that (R, M, N, S) is a semiprime Morita context 
and that K is a$nite dimensional submodule of RM with Z(,K) = 0. Then there 
exists r E R1, s’ = Cj”=, [ni , mj’] E S, mi , mj’ E K, nj E N, such that 
(1) C:=, Rmj and xi=, Rmj’ are direct sums of uniform modules and are 
essential submodules of RK; 
(2) h , nk) m,' = Sisrmi’, where sir is the Kronecker delta; 
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(3) rmj’ = m$ # 0 for j = I,..., t; 
(4) Z,(d) n K = 0 and KS’ is an essential submodule of RK. When JC 
is injective we can choose Y = 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.3 and the remark following it, there exists an 
element s‘ = C:=, [nnlc , m,‘] E S where nk E N, mk’ E K, such that C:=, Rmi’ 
is a direct sum and an essential submodule of RK, KS’ is an essential submodule 
of RK, and ZM(s’) n K = 0. Since aI? is finite dimensional and injective, 
I&’ = I? (really we mean the unique extension of s’ jK to Horn,@, I?), but 
no confusion should arise). Hence there exist elements #zj E R with r&s’ = mj’. 
Choose Y E RI with 0 # rrizj = mj E K for each j = J,..., t. [Note that if 
K = l?, we take Y = 1.1 Thus 0 # mjs’ = rriz$ = rmjf for each j. 
We claim that ‘& Rm, is direct. For if cl,, rjmj = 0 then 0 = C:=, rjmis’ = 
‘j$ rjrmj’. Since ‘& Rmj’ is direct, 0 = Yjrmj’ = rjmjsf for each i. Since 
ZiM(s’) n K = 0, each rjmj = 0. 
Next consider rmj’ = mjs’ = C:,=, mj[nk , m,‘] = C:=, (mi , nE) m,‘. Since 
&, Rmi’ is direct, we have rmj’ = (mj , nj) mj’ and (mi , nk) mk’ = 0 when 
j # k. The rest is easily verified. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.2 (Dual Basis Lemma). Let R = oipl Rzi where each Ri 
is a left are domain, and for each i E I suppose that RiMi is a torsion-free module. 
Set M = oi,r Mi . Let Jz’ = (R, M, N, S) be a Morita context satisfying 
(m, N) # 0 for m # 0. Then given RK _C RM with d(,K) < CC there exist 
Y E RI, s = &, [nj , mj], nj E N, mj E K such that 
(1) Cj=, Rmj is a direct sum of urnform modules and is an essential 
submodule of RK; 
(2) (mj , nk) mk = 6j$Wlj; 
(3) rmj = mjs # Ofor j = I,..., t; 
(4) l,,,(s) n K = 0 and KS is an essential submodule of RK. When RK 
is injective we can choose Y = 1. 
Proof. Note that J&’ is a semiprime context. For if 0 # m E M, then 
0 # (m, N) _C R and so 0 # (m, N)2 C ((m, N)m, N); in particular (m, N)m # 0. 
Also Z(,M) = 0 since each RdMi is torsion-free. Hence we can choose 
r, s’, mi , mj‘, nj satisfying the previous proposition. 
For each j = I,..., t, there exists ij E I with mi’ E Mi, . (This is because 
,Rmj’ is uniform.) Since rmi’ = mjs’ and Rmj is uniform, it must be the case 
that mj E Mir . Thus r,+mj’ = rmj’ = (mj , nj) m,’ = (mj , nj)i,mj’ where ai 
denotes the &coordinate (in Ri,) of a E R. Since each R6MC is torsion-free rij f 
(mi 3 di, P 
shows that 
and then rmj = ri,mj = (mj , nj)ijmj = t(mj , nj) mj . Similarly one 
(mj , n,) mk = 0 for j # k. Set s = Cksl [rile , mk]. Then m,s = 
CL=, (mi , nk) mK = (mj , nj) mj = rmj . The rest is a routine check. 1 
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Remark. When ( 11 = 1, statement (2) can be simplified to (mj , nk) = 
&Y. When R is a division ring (or a direct sum of division rings) r can be 
chosen equal to 1 and then (mj , nJ = 8,, . So this reduces to the classical 
dual basis statement. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If  R is a dense subring of Hom,(V, V) as in Section 4, 
then given 7 E Hom,( V, V) and a finite dimensional submodule U of ,V there 
exist a, b E R with a7 = b, Va C U, a lU an automorphism of U; moreover, 
a can be chosen so that uia = 8ui for some A-basis u1 ,..., ut of U and 8 E A. 
Proof. Apply the preceding proposition to the context JY in the last 
paragraph of the proof that (2) implies (3) of Theorem 4.1. a 
When a context &Y = (R, M, N, S) satisfies the hypothesis of the Dual 
Basis Lemma with Ms faithful, we call Jt’ a dual context for S. When d is a 
dual context for S, S can therefore be regarded as a subring of Hom,(M, M). 
By a furl linear ring we mean the ring of linear transformations of a (left) 
vector space over a division ring. In this terminology, the proof of the 
previous corollary actually shows the following. 
COROLLARY 5.4. R is a dense subring of a direct product of fuZZ linear rings 
if and only ;f  there exists a dual context (S, N, M, R) for R. Moreover, writing 
S = @icl Si , N = Bifl Ni , where each siN, is torsion free over the left 
ore domain Si , R is (isomorphic to) a dense subring of l’Jier Homdi( Vi , Vi) 
(where Ai is the left quotient division ring of Si and Vi = Ai as, Ni for each 
i E I) in the foZZowing sense. Given any 7 E Hom,( V, V) and Jl S V with 
dim dU < 00, there exists a basis {uj 1 j = I,..., t} for dU contained in N, and 
there exists a, b E R, s E S such that ar = b and uja = sui # 0 for each 
j = l,..., 1. 
For a discussion of the uniqueness of a dual context for a (prime) dense 
ring of linear transformations, see Theorem 1 I of [I]. 
The next result extends Theorem 1OC (5) of [l]. It is also possible to 
obtain it from a knowledge of the prime case, but we include a proof for the 
sake of completeness. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let R be a dense subring of a direct product of fuU linear 
rings. Then d(,R) < d(R,), with equality hoZding when d(R,) < CO. 
Proof. Choose a dual context N = (S, N, M, R) for R as in the proof 
of (2) implies (3) of Theorem 4.3; i.e., M = oiEl Mi , S = @is, Si where 
each Si = Hom,(M, , MJ, and N = oisl Ni where each Ni = Hom,(Mi , R). 
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Since A’ is a dual context, Jlr and Jlr” = (So, M”, N”, R”) are both semi- 
prime contexts and both NR and M& are faithful. By Proposition 2.4 (2) 
applied to JV and JV’, d(RR) = d(,N) and d(R,) = d(,OR”) = d(,OM”) = 
d(M,). So it suffices to show that &N) < d(Ms). 
Suppose that K is a submodule of ,N with d(,K) = t < co. Use the dual 
basis lemma to choose n1 , . . ., n, E K and m, ,. . . , m, E M with each Snj a uniform 
submodule of ,N and with [nj , ml,] nk = &sni for some s E S, with snj # 0, 
j = I,..., t. For each j = I,..., t choose ij E I with n, EN”, (as in the dual 
basis lemma). Since ( , ) is the evaluation map of the standard Morita 
context for RM and Nij = Hom,(Mij , R), Bjksnj = [nj , m,] n, = 
nj(m, , nk) = rzj((m&, , n& where (m&, is the “Mi,-coordinate of m,” as an 
element of M = &, Mi . Hence we can assume without loss of generality 
that each mj = (mJij E Mij . It follows that 0 # [nj , m&., = sij E Sjj and 
[nj , m&, = 0 E &, for j # K. 
The proof is completed by showing that Ci31 mjS = cfzl mjSi. is a direct 
sum of S-submodules of M. Suppose that &r mjsj = 0 with each sj E SC, . 
Then 0 = [nk , & misj] = zi=, [rink , mj] sj , so xi=, [nk , mili,sj = 0 E Si, . 
That is, [rzlc , mJissk = si,sk . Since each Si is an Ore domain and si 
li 
k # 0, 
it is the case that sk = 0 for k = I,..., t. 
When d(R,) < co, R has semisimple artinian classical left and right 
quotient rings, which are well known to coincide. Thus d(,R) = d(R,) 
in this case. 1 
6. It is also possible to determine when certain endomorphism rings 
are dense rings of linear transformations. The following result is a generaliza- 
tion of Theorem 3.5. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let JZ = (R, M, N, S) be a Morita context satisfying 
(M, N)m # 0 for all 0 #- m E M. Then S/arm MS is isomorphic to a dense 
subring of a [direct product of] full 1 inear ring[s] ;f and only if ~2’ is prime 
[semiprime], Z&M) = 0, and CRjM contains a faithful direct sum of uniform 
submodules, where (R) = R/ann,M. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.1 (and Propositions 1.1,2.4, and Lemma 4.2), 
it suffices to show that (S) = S/arm MS contains a faithful direct sum of 
uniform left ideals when and only when CR) M contains a faithful direct sum 
of uniform submodules. 
Suppose that <A) is a faithful left ideal of (S), where (A) = CVpr (A,) 
is a direct sum of uniform left ideals (A,). By Proposition 2.4 (2) and its 
proof, MO = CM MA, is a direct sum of uniform submodules MA,, of .M, 
where A,, = (s E S 1 (s) E (A,)}. It remains to check that ,,,M, is faithful. 
If (O} # (r) E (R), then rM # 0. Since A? is semiprime, rM[N, rMJ # 0, 
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and in particular ([N, rM]) # (0). Since cs>(A) is faithful, (0) # 
([N, rM])(A), and so 0 # rM(A) c YM, . 
Conversely, suppose that M, = Cvar My is a direct sum of uniform sub- 
modules M,, of ,M, CR) Me faithful. Then by Proposition 2.4 (1) and its proof, 
(A) = Cvsr ([N, My]> is a direct sum, and each ([N, M,,]) is a uniform left 
ideal of (S). To see that (A) is a faithful left ideal of (S), assume that 
(s)(A) = (0) for some s E S. Then for each y E r, (s)([N, M,,]) = (0); 
i.e., 0 = Ms[N, M,,] = (MS, N) M, . Hence (MS, N) M, = 0. Since CR>MO 
was faithful, (MS, N)M = 0, and so MS = 0. That is (s) = (0). 1 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that R is a dense subring of a (direct product of; 
finite direct sum of) full linear ring(s), and that RM is a torsionless left R-module. 
Then E(M) = Hom,(M, M) is a dense subring of a (direct product of, finite 
direct sum of) full linear ring(s). 
Proof. (Sketch) Let eM be a torsionless module where R is dense in 
Hom,(V, V) = J&, Homd,( Vi , Vi). Then Z(,M) = 0 and RM is semi- 
prime. Set R, = {r E R j VY C VJ. As we noted earlier, each R, is an ideal 
of R and a prime dense subring of Hom,;( Vi , I’,), and eicl Ri is an essential 
left ideal of R. 
Set J = { j E I 1 R,M # 0}, R, = GiellJ RRi , R, = ajeJ Rj . For each 
j E J, R,M contains a submodule isomorphic to a uniform left ideal of Rj . 
To see this, choose a uniform left ideal Ui of Rj and m E M with Ujm # 0. 
Then Utrn G Uj . 
Set MI = xisJ R,M. This sum is direct since RjRk = 0 whenever 
j # k E I; and MI is a faithful essential R,-submodule of M. Moreover, given 
any f  E Hom,(M, R), f  lM1 : MI + R, because MIf = (CjEJ RjM)f = 
CjeJ R,(Mf) C CjsJ Rj = A, . It follows that MI is a semiprime R,-module. 
Finally, using the fact that R,, @ R, is an essential eft ideal of R, one checks 
that Z(,lMI) = 0. The conclusion now follows by applying the previous 
theorem to the standard Morita context for RIMI . g 
As an immediate consequence, one has an extension of Theorem 2.3 of [12]. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let RM be a torsionless module over a ring R which has 
a simple (semisimple) artinian classical left quotient ring. Then E(M) = 
Hom,(M, M) is a dense subring of a full linear ring (of a f&rite direct sum of 
full linear rings). 
It is perhaps worth pointing out that a very special case of this corollary 
yields the (possibly unknown) fact that the endomorphism ring of a torsion- 
less abelian group is a dense ring of linear transformations (of a vector space 
over the rational numbers). 
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